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I. INTRODUCTION

Although robotics has already made a considerable impact
on many aspects of modern life, advanced robotics can still
considered to be in its infancy. Simultaneously, applications
of robots are increasing all the time, and their structures
are becoming more complex. Demanded by the increasing
complexity, new advanced control solutions are needed for
robotic systems. Thus far, the main interest, e.g., with the
humanoid robots, has been balancing during locomotion and
recovering from a fall. Because of this, precision control
(addressing the system’s full dynamic behaviour) has long
been overlooked and the motions of these systems are still
quite clumsy. However, as technology moves toward more
advanced, human-like behaviours and motions, more sophisti-
cated control solutions are needed.

Hydraulic actuators benefit robotic systems as they can
produce significant forces/torques for their size and they are
robust. However, their dynamic behavior is highly nonlinear,
making high-performance closed-loop control a challenging
task. With articulated robotic systems, the associated nonlinear
multibody dynamics challenge the control design task further.

The authors’ survey on control of hydraulic robotic manip-
ulators [5] demonstrated that nonlinear model-based (NMB)
control methods can provide a superior control performance in
relation to other methods. However, the control system stabil-
ity (the primary requirement for all control systems) has been
a challenging task to proof with NMB control methods. Only
very recently, the authors’ studies [2, 3] provided a solution
for the open problem of stability-guaranteed NMB control of
hydraulic robotic manipulators in contact tasks. In addition, the
most accurate reported free-space tracking performance (with
the guaranteed control system stability) for hydraulic robotic
manipulators have been proposed by the authors; see [5].

The above contributions for heavy-duty hydraulic manip-
ulators have been obtained by designing the controllers un-
der the framework of virtual decomposition control (VDC)
approach [7]. A subsystem-dynamics-based VDC is the first
rigorous control method to take full advantage of the Newton-
Euler method for the dynamics, without imposing additional
approximations in the control design. This has enabled a
numerous advantages, such as 1) bringing a certain type of
modularity for the first time to control systems design, 2) the
control system design and the stability of the entire system can
be address at the subsystem level, and 3) changing the control

(or dynamics) of one subsystem does not affect the control
equations within the rest of the system; for more details of
the advances, see [5, 1].

In comparison to heavy-duty (and high-inertia) robotic sys-
tems studied in [2, 3, 1], uncertain and hard-to-model nonlin-
earities (such as actuator friction) can become very dominant
in the overall dynamic behaviour in hydraulically actuated low-
inertia and light-weight manipulator-like articulated robotic
structures (such as robotic legs). In the authors’ recent paper
[4], it was demonstrated that the proposed stability-guaranteed
VDC-based controller for a light-weight hydraulic robotic
leg (see [6] for the leg) achieved a comparable free-space
control performance in relation to the state-of-the-art controller
for heavy-duty hydraulic manipulators. Adaptive control was
incorporated in the subsystems’ control laws, including an
adaptive friction compensation. The promising results (both in
motion tracking and piston force tracking) provided for us an
important step toward future ambulatory robots, which entails
high-performance actuator control [5].

In the poster, the authors will present the latest results with
the leg in [6]. Due to the modular control design philosophy,
the VDC approach allows “plug-and-play” structures in the
control system. The poster will present how the proposed
controller in [4] can be extended relatively easily for the
whole body controller, e.g., for quadruped robots. In the future
ambulatory robots an adequate level of energy autonomy is
required, as energy source(s) must be carried on board in
limited space. However, as discussed in [5], a fundamental
contradiction exists between energy consumption reductions
and high-precision control of hydraulic robotic systems. In
the poster, the authors will present their early visions for
the ultimate challenge (open problem) to achieve both en-
ergy efficiency and high-performance control (with guaranteed
stability) for advanced hydraulically actuated legged robotic
systems.
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